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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents the full wave analysis of several types of 
microstrip-slotline transitions using the method of finite-difference in time-
domain (FDTD). The so-called YY-transition (Y-shaped microstrip to Y-
shaped slotline) has been developed from the simple quarter-wave 
microstrip-slotline transition. Each state in the development has been 
simulated by source codes implemented based on the FDTD method. The 
results of simulations have been compared with measurements and they are 
shown to be in reasonable agreement. The versatility and validity of this 
numerical method in analyzing this kind of guided wave structures has been 
demonstrated. 
In the FDTD method, Maxwell's curl equations have been discretized 
in both space and time. Rectangular grid is used with Cartesian coordinate 
system. Different simulations have been done in a 3-dimensional 
computational domain with the time-stepping Yee's algorithm. Each face on 
the computational domain is properly truncated with either absorbing 
boundary condition, perfect magnetic wall condition or perfect electric wall 
condition. The spatial distribution of electric field, the time-domain response 
at the input port and the reflection coefficient in frequency-domain were 
given in the FDTD-analysis. 
In the studies of microstrip-slotline transitions, it showed that shorter 
stubs of either the microstrip or the slotline could result in higher frequencies 
or vice versa. The use of open, shorted and/or close stubs on the 
transmission lines could cause significant changes in both frequencies and 
bandwidth. Therefore, by adjusting the properties of the stubs, one can 
design different transitions. In addition, the use of Y-shaped strip or slot has 
an advantage that an extra stub is provided for the adjustment of desired 
frequency, when compared with the ordinary microstrip and slotline. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Outline of This Thesis 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the microstrip-slotline transitions 
using the finite-difference method in time-domain. Different programs based on this 
numerical method have been tailored for simulations of different microstrip-slotline 
transitions. Throughout this thesis, emphasis will be placed on the validity of this 
numerical method in the analysis of this kind of structure. Since only a few 
experimental results have been published in the literatures and no other numerical 
methods have been used in analyzing these transitions yet, the author has performed a 
series of experiments to check the validity of the simulations using the finite-
difference method. 
Chapter 2 presents an overiew of the finite-difference method in time domain 
based on the Yee's unit cell and algorithm. The grid used to divide the computational 
domain is composed of uniform cells along the rectangular Cartesian coordinate 
system. The uniform cell is chosen because it can be created without using a special 
J 
mesh generator. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of the absorbing boundary conditions used in 
the finite-difference method. It has been a serious problem appearing in simulations 
using this numerical method when one wants to truncate the computational domain. 
Three different absorbing boundary conditions will be derived and discussed. 
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Chapter 4 applies the finite difference method to carry out the full wave 
analysis of different microstrip-slotline transitions. The results will be expressed in 
terms of S11 in the frequency range of 0 GHz to 20 GHz. In order to easily visualized 
the propagation of waves across the transitions, plots of the electric field distributions 
at a few different time-steps on some important structures will be shown. The so-
called YY-transition will be developed consequently from the simple quarter-wave 
microstrip-slotline transition. Results of simulations will be presented for each 
different structure and they have been compared with the experimental results. 
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1.2 Microstrip to slotline transition 
With microwave subsystems being constructed using microstrip lines, it may 
be necessary to interface to other forms of transmission lines, either for measurement 
purposes or for overall system design. The design of any transition to and from a 
microstrip line will necessarily depend on such parameters as frequency, bandwidth, 
line impedances and substrate properties, leading to a variety of designs. Not only are 
these transitions used at an interface between microstrip lines and the outside 
environment but also, in the case of slotlines, as a part of the circuit in the microstrip 
structure. The slotline for microwave transmission may be used in conjunction with 
microstrip lines to give a greater flexibility in component and system design. 
An interesting possibility for microwave integrated circuits is the use of 
slotlines on one side of a substrate and microstrip lines on the other. If a slot and strip 
cross each other right angles, coupling will be tight, and a transition covering 
approximately 30% bandwidth can be achieved when the strip and slot widths are 
optimally related [1], and when the strip and slot are extended approximately one-
quarter wavelength beyond the point of crossing. In order to improve the matching 
and bandwidth, a new type of Y-Y transition has been built and tested experimentally 
[2]. 
3 
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1.3 Finite Difference as a Numerical Method 
Scientists and engineers use several techniques in solving field problems. 
Loosely speaking, these techniques can be classified as experimental, analytical, and 
numerical. The following numerical methods are among the most commonly used in 
electromagnetics (EM): 
1. Finite difference method; 
2. Moment method; 
3. Finite element method; 
4. Transmission-line modeling; 
5. Method of weighted residuals; 
6. Monte Carlo method. 
The need for numerical solution of EM problems is well described in the 
words of Paris and Hurd: "Most problems that can be solved formally (analytically) 
have been solved.，，[3] Until the 1940s, most EM problems were solved using the 
classical methods of separation of variables and integral equation solutions. Only a 
narrow range of practical problems could be investigated due to the complex 
geometries defining the problems. 
Numerical solution of EM problems started in the mid-1960s with the 
availability of modem high-speed digital computers. Since then considerable effort 
has been expended on solving practical, complex EM-related problems for which 
closed form analytical solutions are either intractable or do not exist. Some of the 
numerical methods are related and they all generally give approximate solutions of 
sufficient accuracy for engineering purposes. 
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Among the numerical methods, the finite-difference method is the oldest and 
least analytical method which transforms a differential equation into a system of 
algebraic equations. Derivatives are simply replaced by finite differences, that is why 
this method is named. Because of very simple algorithm required, this numerical 
method has great versatility. The region of interest is divided into grid points located 
in a two- or three-dimensional computational domain. It requires a large amount of 
computer memory to store the grid points. Thus it was not a favourable method in the 
1960s and early 1970s because the computer facilities were not good enough to allow 
satisfactory numerical speed and efficiency at that time. Nevertheless, due to the 
advances in computer technology in recent years, the finite-difference has been 
attracting increasing attention from a lot of researchers. 
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Chapter 2 
THE METHOD OF FINITE DIFFERENCE IN TIME DOMAIN 
2.1 An Introduction and Brief History 
In the world of applied mathematics, it is rare for the electromagnetic 
problems to fall into a class that can be solved by the analytical methods. Classical 
approaches may fail [1] if: 
• The partial differential equation is not linear and cannot be linearized without 
seriously affecting the result. 
• The solution region is complex. 
• The boundary conditions are of mixed types and time-dependent. 
• The medium is inhomogeneous or anisotropic. 
Whenever a problem with such complexity arises, numerical solutions must be 
employed. Of the numerical methods available for solving partial differential 
equations, those employing finite differences are more easily understood. 
The method of finite different method (FDM) was first developed by A. Thorn 
in the 1920s [2] under the title "the method of squares，’ to solve nonlinear 
hydrodynamic equations. Since then, the method has found applications in solving 
different field problems. For instance, M. V. Schneider applied FDM to solve Laplace 
equation and compute the impedance and attenuation of TEM-lines in 1965 [3]. The 
finite difference techniques are based upon approximations which permit replacing 
7 
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differential equations by finite difference equations. These finite difference 
approximations are algebraic in form; they relate the value of the dependent variable 
at a point in the computational domain to the values at some neighboring points. Thus 
a finite difference solution basically involves three steps: 
1 • Dividing the computational domain into a grid of nodes; 
2. Approximating the given differential equation by finite difference equivalent 
that relates the dependent variable at a point in the computational domain to its 
values at the neighboring points; 
3. Solving the difference equations subject to the prescribed boundary conditions 
and/or initial conditions. 
The course of action taken in three steps is dictated by the nature of the problem being 
solved, the computational domain, and the boundary conditions. 
The curl form of Maxwell's equations is a set of differential equations. The 
finite difference approximation of Maxwell's equations on a discrete time and space 
lattice [4] has come to be known as the method of finite difference in time domain 
(FDTD). Since the FDTD method was first introduced to electrical engineers working 
in the electromagnetics community in 1966 by Yee, the FDTD method has been 
applied to a wide range of geometrical structures and has been proven to be a versatile 
tool for electromagnetic field analysis. This method provides a direct solution of 
Maxwell's time-dependent curl equations. In this method, Maxwell's equations are 
discretized into finite difference equations. In other words, continuous space-time is 
replaced with a discrete space-time. The explicit formulation of the discretized finite 
difference equations are particularly suited for programming. Then following the so-
8 
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called Yee's algorithm invented by Yee in 1966, one can obtain the electromagnetic 
field quantities of the structures being analyzed in a single computation process. 
Much of the early work with FDTD concentrated on electromagnetic scattering from 
obstacles. In 1975, Taflove and Brodwin [5] applied the FDTD method to the 
solution of electromagnetic scattering problems; since then, the scattering from 
complex structures has been calculated to high degree of accuracy using the FDTD 
method. The method was first applied to 2-dimensional objects, but as computer 
processing speeds became faster and more main computer memory became available 
at shorter access times, larger problems were analyzed and 3-dimensional objects were 
considered. A summary of scattering and radar cross-section problems analyzed using 
the FDTD method is given in [6]. With 3-dimensional FDTD simulations feasible on 
present-day computers, guided-wave structures used in microwave application [7]-[8] 
may be analyzed. The listed references are only a small portion of the vast number of 
publications now available on the analysis of guided-wave structures using the FDTD 
method. The versatility of the method to model arbitrary geometries and the ability to 
derive frequency-dependent characteristics of the guided-wave structures over a wide 
frequency band by post-processing the data using the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
have made the FDTD method very attractive for modeling the guided-wave structures. 
Some areas of research presently being pursued are improving the absorbing 
boundaries for open guided-wave structures [9]-[ll], improving the parameter 
extraction methods using digital signal processing techniques [12], incorporating 
frequency-dependent losses in dielectric materials [13], modeling the electromagnetic 
fields near good, but not perfect, conductors [14], and incorporating nonlinear 
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elements such as transistor or diode models [15]. Advances in these areas allow 
increased accuracy of quantitative results and a wider range and complexity of circuits 
and materials that may be analyzed by the packaging engineering using the FDTD 
method [16]. 
In this chapter the methodology, formulation and implementation of the FDTD 
method into programmable equations and codes are discussed. 
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2.2 The Methodology of FDTD 
As mentioned above, FDTD is a direct solution of time-dependent Maxwell's 
equations. It applies simple second-order accurate central-difference approximations 
for the space and time derivatives of the electric and magnetic fields directly to the 
respective differential operators of the curl equations. This achieves a sampled-data 
reduction of the continuous electromagnetic field in a volume of space over a period 
of time. Overall, FDTD is a time-marching procedure which simulates the continuous 
actual waves by sampled-data numerical analogs propagating in a data space stored in 
a computer. At each time step, the system of equations to update the field components 
is fully explicit, as one will see later. 
•. ••， 
Computational Domain 
I 广 八I 
/ Scattered Wave 一 \ 
I ^ ^ i 
^ Arbitrary Structure X 
-I ^ 丄 i 
f A ^ • 
Incident Plane Wave 
Figure 2-1 Time-domain wave tracking concept 
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Figure 2-1 illustrates the time-domain wave tracking concept of the FDTD method. A 
region of space (the computational domain) is selected for field sampling in space and 
time. At time = 0，it is assumed that all fields are zero. Then an incident wave is 
started to enter the computational domain and being scattered and absorbed by the 
arbitrary structure in the domain. Propagation of the incident wave and the scattered 
wave are modeled by the Yee's algorithm. All outgoing scattered wave analogs 
ideally propagate through the lattice truncation planes without reflection to exit the 
computational domain. Time-stepping is continued until the desired late-time pulse 
response or steady-state behavior is achieved. 
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2.3 The Yee's Algorithm 
The Yee's Algorithm is the heart of the FDTD method. It is specially designed to 
solve vector electromagnetic field problems on a rectilinear grid. Consider the 
differential form of the Maxwell's equations in an isotropic medium: 
^ - dS 
一决 ( 2 - 1 ) 
^ dD ^ 
dt 
and the constitutive relationships of simple matter 
B = iiH 
D = £E (2-2) 
J = (jE 
to define the time progression of electromagnetic waves. In (2-1) and (2-2), E is the 
electric intensity, D is the electric flux density, H is the magnetic intensity, B is the 
magnetic flux density, and J is the electric current density. In (2-2), e is the permittivity, 
“ i s the permeability, and a is the conductivity of the medium. Allowing for axially 
anisotropic materials, 
- � - � — 
A^x 0 0 
0 /ly 0 
0 0 / 1 ^ 
r ] (2-3) 
它X 0 0 
£ = 0 £y 0 
_0 0 
Maxwell's equations in the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system is equivalent to the 
following system of scalar equations: 
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dHx 1 fdEy dE: 
dt 办 ， 
dHy ifdE^ dE^^ 
dt jly\dx dz y 
dH^ I (dE^ dEy� 
dt Uy dy dx ‘ 
、 ） 、 (2-4) 
I 丄 阵 
i = 丄 f l - 么 一 C E � 
dt Ey^dz dx y } � 
dE, 1 ( 谢 y dH, ] 
dt e^ydx dy " ) 
where x, y, and z are the coordinate directions. To realize all of the space derivatives of 
(2-4)，Yee positions the components of E and H about a unit cell of a lattice as shown in 
Figure 2-2. 
Following Yee's notations, we denote a grid point of the space lattice as 
{iJ,k) = {iAxJAy,kAz) (2-5) 
and any function of space and time as 
(/，j’ k) = ^ iAx, jAy, kAzMt) (2-6) 
where i,j, k, and n are integers, Ax, Ay, and Az are space increments in different directions 
and At is the time increment. Since all i,j，k and n are discrete integers for indexing both 
space and time, space and time is no more continuous but they are said to be discretized. 
If Ax = Ay = Az, then the unit cell will be a cube. 
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(‘卜 U k ) r — 
A : 袖 ; . 
(ij.k) ^ � k Ex 
� (ij^l.k) » 
广X y 
Figure 2-2 Positions of the field components about a unit cell of the Yee's lattice 
Note that the Yee's lattice is contructed based on the central difference approximation 
and hence the electric fields and the magnetic fields are computed in each unit cell by a 
central-difference approximation in space and time of the scalar equations in (2-4). The 
central-difference approximation is a second-order accurate operation with which the 
derivative of a function at a point in space or time is determined from known values on 
either side. 
As shown in Figure 2-2, the electric field components are placed along the edges 
of the cell in the Yee's lattice and the magnetic field components are placed in the center 
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of the face of the cell. According to the spatial relation in the lattice, the three electric 
/ � / l \ / 1 \ 
field components can be expressed as £：?(/，_/ + y ， 众 ) ， + when 
the time is nAt. And similarly the three magnetic field components, with a half-step 
difference in time due to the time derivatives, can be expressed as 
•，,• + * , 众 + 孙 + 丄;^  + + + 4 And (2-4) can be 
rewritten as follow: 
For the H-field components: 
, ^ J 
t 1 1 rt-i/ 1 , 1 � 
Hy = + 力众 + 女)+ 
十 十 2 / 
� E冲 + 1，M+|)-五z卞M+去) 
Ax 
L+ ^ J 
n+\( 1 1 \ n-i 1 1 , At 
Hz H“i，j + i k � = Hz 2 ( “ * ， " * 小 小 
- Ax -
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For the E-field components: 
1/ 1 aSi + hj,k]At , At 
1 - \ 2 . : � ) 
L J M'+2"，勺 
1 1 n+i/ 1 , 1 
_+ ^ -
1/ 1 、 (Jy{iJ + hk)At , � At 
_ Ax -
- w — 
1 \ 
" 1\ CT- iJ,k + 2 At , � At 
「 1 •丄 1 ( 2 - 8 ) 
Ax 
_+ ^ -
(2-7) and (2-8) are readily programmed for solution by iteration of each equation 
altenately. - Here the recursive manner of (2-7) and (2-8) is very pronounced. All 
quantities on the right hand side of each expression are known (stored in computer 
memory), so that the expressions are fully explicit. In other words, the new value of a 
field vector component at any lattice point depends only on its previous value and on the 
previous values of the components of the other field vector at adjacent points. By time-
17 
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Stepping, i.e., evaluating E and H at alternate half-time steps, (2-7) and (2-8) can be used 
for both the space and time derivatives to attain second-order accuracy in the space and 
time increments. That is why the Yee's algorithm is sometimes known as a leap-frog 
scheme. 
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2.4 Stability Criterion 
The implementation of the finite difference scheme does not always lead to a 
stable scheme. Consequently, it is necessary to find the condition under which a 
numerical finite difference scheme is stable in order for the solution to converge. To do 
this, one can carry out the stability analysis [5][17]. 
1/2 
For convenience, let us consider |i = 1, 8 = 1 and a = 0. Letting j = (-1)，we 
rewrite Maxwell's equations as 
+ = (2-9) 
The stability of the numerical representation of (2-9) can be examined by considering the 
following pair of eigenvalue problems: 
C numerical (2-10) 
/V . jx(H-^-jE) = X(H + jE) 
J numerical \ " / V " / 
Using the central difference equation, (2-10) yields 
[H + 对十* - + jSy-^ = AcAt(H + jSy (2-11) 
Defining a solution growth factor g such that 
(2-12) 
iff^JE}" 
One can solve for g after substituting (2-12)back into (2-11) and obtain 
cMt, I fcMtf 
厂 丁 土 M 丁 J ( ) 
For the algorithm to be stable, the requirement is for Igl <1 or Igl = 1. Thus 
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Re\X\ = 0 Im\X\ = — (2-14) 
(At 
Since any wave can be expanded in terms of a spectrum of plane waves, if a 
scheme is not stable for a plane wave, it would not be stable for any wave. We now let a 
plane wave in its discretized form as 
/ � (2-15) 
^ ^ kj^ mAx+kynAy->rk^ pAz j 
It is easy to show, using the finite difference space derivative formulation, that 
- . � r\ / -t \ � / l \ 
sinH\k^Ax] sirT -^kyAy sin jk^Az 
儿2 二 — , 产 J /+ U J ^ ― A l ^ (2-16) 
Ux)2 {AyY iAzV _ 
For all possible kx, ky, and k^, 
Re[X\ = 0 \lm[X\\ < 2 7 ^ + 7 - ^ + 7 - ^ (2-17) 
^Ax)^ [Ay]^ 
To satisfy (2-14) and (2-17) together, one can obtain 
vAt< I ^ \ ^ (2-18) 
where v is the maximum wave phase velocity that exists in the medium and equal to 
v = (2-19) 
Thus the choice of Ac, Ay, Az and At should satisfy (2-18) in order for the algorithm to be 
stable. That is, time steps must be small enough so that field values can affect only 
nearest neighbors during one time step interval. (2-18) also means that the wave within 
the unit cell cannot propagate out of the unit cell during one time step interval. 
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2.5 Interfaces Between Media 
Equations (2-7) - (2-8) are sufficient for many of the materials encountered. 
However, special care must be taken when edges, wedges and comers of structures and 
materials are reached. In the analysis of guided-wave structures, there are two kinds of 
interfaces that one must take care of from time to time. One is the interface between 
dielectric and conductor. Another is the interface between two different types of 
dielectric materials. One of the well-known examples is the microstrip [18]-[19]. One 
should note that there is an assumption that the material boundaries will always lie on a 
plane that includes the components of the electric fields that are tangential to the plane 
and the components of the magnetic field that are normal to the interface plane. That is, 
all of the material and mesh boundaries coincide with the edges of the Yee's unit cell 
when a rectangular grid is used. 
It is not hard to understand that the perfect electric conductors can be included in 
the mesh by setting the tangential electric fields and the normal magnetic fields to zero on 
the surface of the conductors. This is easily accomplished because these fields already 
reside on the conductor surfaces. Note that this condition agrees with (2-8) in the limit 
when the conductivity tends to be infinitely large. 
One of the convenient assumptions used in most of the analysis of guided wave 
structures is that they are nonmagnetic in nature. Then the relative permeability of the 
material, jn, equals 1 and no interface conditions for the magnetic field equations have to 
be considered. However, the permittivity, e, and the conductance, G, in (2-8) concerning 
the electric fields that lie on an the interface between dielectric regions must be treated 
properly. Let us suppose that there is an interface lying in the y-z plane between two 
different dielectric layers of e\ and £2 for the layer 1 and layer 2 respectively. To calculate 
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the Ey and E^ components on the interface, we start with one of the Maxwell's equation in 
(2-4), 
么二丄 f 么 (2-20) 
dt dz dx ^) 
where i= 1,2 denotes different permittivities and conductances. Rewrite (2-20) as 
& = 丄 一 丛 一 OE、 
dt 8] dz dx . ^ ^ 
) 1 (2-21) 
& 二 丄 f 么 一 丞 E 
dt e2ydz dx 2 \ 
Since Ey, H^ and dHjdz are continuous across the interface, it is very obvious that 
dHjdx is discontinuous across the interface; thus, by subtracting each other, we can get 
from (2-21) 
r ^ . ^ i 丄 一 丄 與 一 丄 丞 + 丄 丛 (2-22) 
�£i ex P [ei ^i) dz £ 2 ^ 2 
Approximate dHjdx ^ and dH^/dx ^ by 
二 ^ 
, 1 � (2-23) 
dH乙 丑 z h + 5)-丑“爪) 
where m is assumed to be the position of the interface, and m + j and m - j denote the 
positions a half step above and below the interface, respectively. 
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Substituting (2-23) into (2-22), one gets 
£i 1 £9 1 
‘ 州 z � 2 7 (2-24) 
dH^ _£2^1 — ^ 
2 dz £1+^2 ^ 
Substituting the H {^m) of (2-24) back into (2-23), then substituting the resulting 
(2-23) into the two expressions in (2-21), and adding the two together, we get 
(T1+CT2 gi+g2 aEy 一 dH乂 AH^ 
2 y 2 dt ~ dz Ax 
Similarly, one is able to get 
CT1+CJ2 厂 ^81^82 dE, dH乂 (2-26) 
2 ^ 2 dt Ax dy 
(2-25) and (2-26) can be understood physically as involving the simple average of the 
parameters of the two layers of dielectric. Thus we can further discretize (2-25) and (2-
26) to calculate the tangential electric field components on the interface. 
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2.6 Lattice Truncation Condition 
A common problem with any finite difference solution of Maxwell's equations is 
the treatment of the field vector components at the lattice truncation. Many of the 
applications of the FDTD method involve modeling electromagnetic fields in an 
unbounded space. However, there is no computer can contain an infinitely large 
computational domain to simulate the real world problems. In a finite-difference scheme, 
the computational domain that contains the points for finite differencing has to be of 
finite extent due to the finite size of computer memory and resource. For example, the 
finite-difference grid may lie in a box. In order to generate solutions that are unique, 
boundary conditions have to be imposed on the surface of this box. There are three types 
of lattice truncation conditions used for the structures studied in the following chapters: 
perfect electric conductor (PEC), perfect magnetic conductor (PMC), and absorbing 
boundary conditions (ABC). Since ABC is an important topic in the implementation of 
FDTD scheme, it will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
2.6.1 PEC Condition 
The PEC wall is used when a conductor such as a ground plane coincides with the 
one of the surfaces on the box, or to enforce odd symmetry in coupled transmission lines. 
It is particularly suitable for some shielded structures and some structures with ground 
plates. This condition is easily implemented by setting the tangential electric fields and 
the normal magnetic fields, already located on the mesh boundaries, to zero. One should 
note that this condition is different from the other truncation conditions by the fact that it 
is an exact boundary condition. 
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2.6.2 PMC Condition 
The second type of lattice truncation is the PMC wall. The PMC wall enforces 
even symmetry so that the even-mode characteristics of coupled transmission lines may 
be determined, and the PMC wall is used to terminate the lattice when the parallel-plate 
structures are analyzed using the two-dimensional formulation of FDTD. This boundary 
condition requires the tangential components of the magnetic field be set to zero on the 
lattice boundary; however, only the normal component of the magnetic field exists on the 
boundary wall of the FDTD lattice. The PMC boundary is implemented by conceptually 
placing a magnetic field component one-half space step outside the lattice that is an 
image of the tangential magnetic field component one-half space step inside the lattice. 
The image component has a value equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the 
magnetic field component inside the lattice. Since the field strength at the mesh boundary 
is the average of the magnetic field component inside the lattice and its image, the 
tangential magnetic field is zero at the boundary and the PMC boundary is enforced. 
For example, if the wall of jc = 0 is PMC, then the calculation of the magnetic 
fields proceeds as usual, but the equations for the tangential components of the electric 
field on the wall of jc = 0, Ey and E ,^ must be altered because one of the magnetic field 
components lies outside the lattice. Enforcing the condition that the magnetic field 
component outside the lattice is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the 
component inside the mesh, we make the substitutions that 
n+i/ 1 1 n+i/ i i 
1 1 (2-27) 
n+六 / 1 1 可 / 1 1 
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to Ey and E^ in (2-8) respectively and one can obtain 
“ 1 "I 
• AK -
— —I 1 \ 
1/ 1\ ^Z ^^ 1\ At 
Ax 
在 ( … i ， 众 + 28� + (2-28) 
_ 办 」 
Similar substitutions can be made to the other equations for different walls in different 
directions should the PMC coincide with them. 
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2.7 Error analysis 
Although the discretization of Maxwell's equations and the Yee's algorithm 
provide great versatility in solving electromagnetic fields problems, the FDTD method is 
not a perfect technique. Besides the effect of the reflection from the imperfect ABC, 
there also exists errors from the difference approximation, grid dispersion and rectangular 
grid. 
2.7.1 Error from Rectangular Grid 
It is obvious that not all the structures being analyzed can be fit into a rectangular 
grid, for example, spheres and cylinders [5] [20]. Approximations of those structures 
using rectangular grid will directly lead to numerical errors occurring at the boundary. 
There are generally two approaches to reduce this error. The first one is using a finer grid 
to approximate the structures involved as shown in Figure 2-3 (a). Some techniques like 
the 2-step expansion technique [21] and the subgridding method [22] have been 
developed and shown to be useful. However, as one might expect, both techniques will 
lead to a larger memory storage and hence a longer computer run-time because more grid 
points and more memories have to be used to approximate the same structure. Another 
approach to reduce this error is using a conformal grid [23]-[24]. In this approach, the 
rectangular grid is given up, as shown in Figure 2-3 (b), such that approximations for 
non-rectangular shapes is not necessary and the grid will fit the shape nicely. The 
disadvantage of this method is that the finite difference equations have to be modified 
considerably and hence the complexity is increased. 
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2.7.2 Finite-Difference Approximation 
When one is using central difference to approximate the solution of a differential 
equation, error is introduced. Given a function 0(jc), then using Taylor's expansion at the 
point X = Xo, one can write down 
0(;c�+Ac) = 0 ( x � ) + A f ( x � ) + ^ G ^ ) 2 0 � ( x � ) + ^ ( ^ V � ( � ) + . . . (2-29) 
• 厂 圳 = 0 0 0 - + 士 (圳 2 少"(〜)一士 (制 3 少,"(i。)+… 
Substracting within (2-29) and neglecting terms of the order (Axf yields 
f � j … ； 二 ( � ( 2 - 3 0 ) 
This shows that the leading error in (2-30) is of the order (Axf. Thus all the equations in 
(2-7) and (2-8) are of the second-order accuracy. 
2.7.3 Grid-Dispersion Error 
In a homogeneous, dispersionless medium, all plane waves propagate with the 
same phase velocity. However, in the finite-difference approximation, all plane waves 
will not propagate at the same velocity. As a consequence, a pulse in the time domain, 
which is a superposition of plane waves, will be distorted if the dispersion introduced by 
the finite-difference scheme is intolerable. Hence, it is useful to ascertain the errors in 
terms of the grid size and the time step. 
For a plane wave, we have 
= (2-31) 
Assuming A" = one has, in discretized form 
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(KpM q^y, rAz, nAt) = (l>p^q^r 
= ( 2 - 3 2 ) 
j{krpAx+kyqAy+k^rAz- conAt) 
=g V 
Then (2-32) can be rewritten with sine function 
尸 V 2 ) (2-33) 
0 二 广 2 0 � , 仏 一 0”二厂=一4彻2〔学y尸，仏r 
and then, asumming Ax = Ay = Az = 5, 
) = f 竺丫 + [ 罕 � 2 (2-34) 
V 2 y \S J [ V 2 7 \ ^ J V 2 
where 
a = — b =�sin: 
5 ] [ 2 J [ 2 j [ 2 J 
When S is small, using the small argument approximation for the sine function, one 
obtains from b in (2-34) 
“ 要 > 义 2 + , 2 + , 2 Y 、 、 (2-35) 
On the other hand, assuming b small, (2-34) can be expanded as 
� 3 
(OAt • -1/ L� L .(以办) /O o^ N =Sin [ab) + -— (2-36) 
2 3 / 
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Substituting (2-36) into (2-35), 
— � � � 2 + � 2 [ i - 芸 卜 ; + 〜;+ 引 + 1 ^ ( � 2 + � ( 2 - 3 6 ) 
2 2 V ^ >' ^ 4/ kl+kl+k^ 4/ V , 
_ V ^ / ^ J J 
Remember that for a plane wave, one must have 
* = 於 〜 ( 2 - 3 7 ) 
which is the same as 
+ 树 (2-38) 
When comparing (2-36) with (2-38), one can note that they differ by a factor. This 
implies that the phase velocities for different plane waves are different. Moreover, since 
kx, ky, and k^ are proportional to In/X, this error is proportional to {8IXf. Hence, to reduce 
the grid dispersion error, it is necessary to have 
/ c \ 2 
- « 1 (2-39) 
v^y 
Normally, one may choose 8IX equal to 1/10. This satisfies (2-39). 
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2.8 Implementation of Programs 
The implementation of a program for FDTD computation is straight forward. A 
flow chart of such a program is shown in Figure 2-4. At the beginning of the program, it 
is necessary that all the fields are initialized to zero. After entering the time and the 
spatial loops, one will reach the main body of the program. Then according to different 
grid points in the computational domain, one can assign the geometry of the structure 
being analyzed, for example, a conducting plate or a piece of dielectric material with 
interfaces, the truncation conditions required, and the source of excitation at the proper 
locations. All of the points in the domain, except the source, the truncation planes and 
some assigned points, are then computed by the FDTD equations in (2-7) and (2-8)， 
which is the heart of the whole program. Any wave interactions inside and outside the 
structure are simulated. The values at the truncation planes are treated properly. The 
fields are then written to the output data files. These procedures are repeated until both 
the time and the spatial loops are finished following the Yee's algorithm. Up to this 
point, it can be recognized that a field component is a function of space and time. 
Therefore, in the three-dimensional cases, a field component is a value in a four-
dimensional array. And hence a large memory storage is required. 
Following the flow chart, what we have now at hand are some data files with 
values of different field components. One can choose to carry out some data processing. 
If one wants to get some information in the frequency domain, the usual way is using the 
fast Fourier Transform. Further calculations and processing of the data, for example, S-
parameters, input impedance and radiation pattern, in frequency domain is possible in this 
way. 
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Figure 2-4 Flow chart of a FDTD program 
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2.9 Summary 
The FDTD method is a versatile analytical method to transform Maxwell's 
curl equations into a system of algebraic equations. Derivatives are simply replaced 
by central difference equations. The direct solution of Maxwell's equations can be 
obtained. This method is attractive to many researchers because the same computer 
program may be used to solve for the electromagnetic fields on a wide variety of 
geometrical structures. Since the material properties are assigned cell by cell to the 
FDTD mesh, arbitrary geometircal shapes may be modeled. Because of the one-to-
one correspondence of cell indices to the spatial location, the uniform mesh of Yee 
cells for a particular geometry is easily created; the structures analyzed in this thesis 
do not require the use of a special-purpose mesh generate program. 
However, this method has the problem of fitting curved boundaries with a 
rectangular mesh. If a larger grid is used to fit the curved surface, a large memory 
storage and hence low numerical efficiency will be resulted. Moreover, due to the fact 
that the grid points are rectilinear, and not spherically symmetric, the grid-dispersion 
error cannot be avoided but can be reduced to a certain extent by properly choosing 
the grid size to wavelength ratio. One more shortcoming is the difficulty of treating 
unbounded structures, as it is necessary to simulate open space with proper ABC, 
which will be discussed in the following chaper. 
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Chapter 3 
ABSORBING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in the previous chaper, in order to simulate an unbounded open 
space in the computer, a certain kind of boundary condition is needed such that any 
outgoing waves in the computational domain can disappear at the truncation planes as if 
the planes are transparent to the waves. In other words, as it named, an absorbing 
boundary condition, or ABC for short, should be derived and implemented so that the 
waves are able to be completely absorbed on the truncation planes without reflection 
during the continuous time stepping of the algorithm. Imposing imperfect ABC may give 
rise to reflections that are not from the actual physical situation which in turn may affect 
the field values within the computational domain. Nevertheless, the implementation of 
ABC is essential because the use of ABC can reduce computer memory requirements and 
the size of the computational domain can be made smaller. A lot of researches towards 
this topic has been done and well-documented as shown in the list of references. There 
are numerous published schemes of ABC, for example, Mur's ABC, Liao's ABC, 
dispersive ABC, Lindman's ABC, Superabsorption and so on. In the following sections, 
the first three ABCs are used and discussed. 
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3.2 Mur's ABC 
This ABC for numerical wave simulations was first discussed by Engquist in 1977 
[8]. And in 1981 Mur first introduced and applied it in electromagnetic simulations [7]. 
Since Maxwell's equations are themselves wave equations for electromagnetic waves, it 
can be rewritten, upon elimination of H, as 
么 么 ！ 丄 色 0 (3-1) 
办2 汝2 决2 
where c is the speed of light in a medium. In vacuum, c is the same as c .^ Let us assume 
a plane wave solution to (3-1) and assume that this wave is traveling towards negative x 
direction, then 
色 丄 生 0 (3-2) 
dx Vjj. dt 
Since 1/c can be decomposed into 3 inverse velocity components Vvx, 1/v” 1/v^  and 
1 1 1 1 .. ox 
v i V 罗 v t 
Substitute (3-3) into (3-2) to eliminate V;c and one can obtain 
f A 
2一丄 = 0 (3-4) 
^ 叫 ^y dtj 
For this outgoing wave, using either Taylor's expansion or Fade approximation to expand 
the square root in (3-4) such that 
2 T c c 
First Approximation 1 5 tt « 1 
\__-__ , � (3-5) 
Second Approximation 1 ^ tt « 1 —^ + —^ 
V � � n � 
And then substitute (3-5) back into (3-4)，one may get 
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r ^ J ^ \ 
First Approximation — — E = 0 
\ox c ot J 
f d^ 1 d^ \ [ d^ d^ W _ n 
Second Approximation y +—c ^pr + —T 必一 u 
[dxdt cdr 2 [dy^ dz^)) 
From (3-6), approximations of E on the boundary can be determined. And the 
discretization of (3-6) for E, to fit into the finite-difference scheme is given as follow: 
First Approximation 
五 ? ( ( U “ i ) = 绍 - i ( U “ i ) + 鮮 ( 刚 " • ， ( 3 - 7 ) 
Second Approximation 
鄉"•，“•) + 绍 幼 
+ 2 率 , + 圳 + 五广 1 (0, h + + E” (0, j’ 2£” (0, j’ k + 
�+五广 l ( U / : + 幻 + 五广 l ( U / : 4 ) - 2£广1(“,/： + + ) � 
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3.3 Liao's ABC 
In the time domain, a plane-wave solution to the wave equation can be written as 
u{ct-xcos6) where the direction of the plane wave makes an angle 6 with the x-axis. 
Then any arbitrary wave, 0，can be approximated as a summation of plane waves with 
different angles, 
0 = X Ui {ct-xcosOi) (3-9) 
i 
And following [5], one can consequently obtain 
£ ( - l ) " l c f 0 ( x � - j c x c A t , t - { j - l ) A t ) (3-10) 
(3-10) is an ABC expressing t + At), where x�is the grid point on the boundary, in 
terms of the values of 0 at interior points on the x-axis and at previous time steps. 
However, these interior points need not lie on the grid as shown in Figure 3-1. 
A 
• Interior point • Finite-difference grid point 
cAt i 
A M M M M 
• 9 • • © 參 




Figure 3-1 Implementation of the Liao's ABC into finite-difference grid 
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And hence another scheme is further needed to incorporate (3-10) into the finite 
difference grid. If a quadratic interpolation scheme is used, then, with the values 
available on the finite-difference grid points, 
= ⑷ + 杉 - 咖 + 宇 少 々 。 ） （ 3 - 1 1 ) 
where 
(K 义 o - {i -1)叙卜(饥一 
C^ r (3-12) 
s = 
Ax, 
In (3-11) and (3-12), are values available on the finite-difference grid points. 
For convenience, one can rewrite (3-11) in the matrix form as 
= (3-13) 
where 
Tl 二 [ ( 2 • 〜 
2 2 
少 “ 义 。 ) = [ 0 K � ) , 胁 … 拟 . 
The more generalized form of (3-13) is 
…f + 明 = i i - i y ^ ' c f T j - o i j ^ . i x o ) (3-15) 
7=1 
where 
V—l 0 0 
T) = T1 . 0 T"^•一 1 0 
0 0 T H (3-16) 
少 1/+1 (I�)=[村(〜),伞 i (〜)，…，Hj+l (〜)]' 
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Comparing (3-10) and (3-16)，one can notice that (3-16) is now expressed in terms of 
interior finite-difference grid points at previous time steps. In accordance with the 
discretized Maxwell's equations in (2-8)，since only the field values at the previous two 
consecutive time-steps are required to calculate the field values at the following time-
step, N can be 2 in (3-16). And, again assuming a wave traveling in the negative x 
direction and the absorbing boundary being at x = 0, Liao's ABC can be explicitly 
written as 
A = tiE” (0, j，“ + 明 r l (1，h “ + (3 五广 1 (2，h k + i ) 
B = t 閒 ( 0 , j’ k ^ y (1, j’k + 1 ) (3-17) 
+2(2 明 r ' (3，h + + 辆 - 2 (4，j’ k + 
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3.4 Dispersive ABC 
A dispersive ABC (or simply dispersive boundary condition (DBC)) proposed by 
Bi, K. Wu, C. Wu and Litva for the absorption of guided waves was first published in 
1992 [2]. This DBC was claimed to be able to absorb a wide band of frequencies and 
better than Mur's first order ABC. It has been pointed out that Mur's first order ABC can 
only be optimized for a wave of single phase velocity. If the guided-wave structure, for 
example, a microstrip, is dispersive in nature, the magnitude of the energy reflected by the 
boundary can be quite large due to reflections at other frequencies. In order to cope with 
this problem, Mur's first order ABC is modified to 
'立 -丄立 Y i - 丄 = 0 (3-18) 
^dx Vi d t 人 V 2 dt) 
Compared with (3-2), (3-18) is concatenated with one more first order ABC so that the 
number of the absorption velocities can be increased. The implementation of the DBC 
into the finite-difference scheme can be realized by employing different shift operators I， 
Z, and K by the following: 
1E�三EP 
ZEP 三 E�+l (3-19) 
where i is the spatial index and n is the time index. Then, assuming a wave traveling to 
the negative x-direction, Mur's first order ABC in (3-2) can be rewritten as 
I - Z - 1 K - 1 - K - l ) l 五 = 0 (3-20) 
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where M is the grid point on the boundary and 71 is defined as 
=v^At-Ax (3-20) 
viAt + AK 
And by considering the operators only, (3-18) can be recognised as 
I - Z - 1 K - i - K - I ) ] . [ I - Z - 1 K - I " 2 ( Z - I -K-”： 
= I - 2 Z - 1 K - 1 +Z-2K-2 _2Z-1K-1 +K-2] (3-21) 
- (71 - K-1 - Z-2K-I +Z-IK -2. 
From (3-21), we can incorporate (3-18) into finite difference scheme explicitly as 
\J-ZZ) 
(五r 2 (风 j,众 + 幻一 2五广 1 (M +1, j，k + +)� 
+ ( y i + y 2 “ — , ; “ 妇 J 
In the above DBC, the velocities vi and V2 can be determined as follow 
V,- = (3-23) 
^J^effi 
by choosing two different values of the effective dielectric constants Seffi and Seffi of the 
guided wave structure respectively for different ranges of frequencies, because the 
effective dielectric constant is a function of frequency. 
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3.5 Comparison between Mur's ABC & Liao，s ABC 
Different simulations have been done in both one-dimensional and two-
dimensional cases. In the case of one-dimension, the two ABCs are reduced to the 
following forms: 
Mur's 1st order 
£,"(100)=五 r l ( 9 9 ) + 五z”(99) - ^ r ' ( lOO)) (3-24) 
Mur's 2nd order 
£"(100) = - ^ - 2 ( 9 9 ) + + E ^ ^ m ) 
cAt + Ax^ (3-25) 
+ (£广1 (99) + 五广 1 (100)) • 
cAt -^Ax^ ‘ 
Liao，s condition 
E^{\00) = 2A-B 
A = t^E^Hm + 五广 1(99) + (326) 
B = t 閒(100) + 2(1,2 五广 2 (99) + (2,1^ 3 +1\)五广 2 (98) 
+ 2 响 £ 广 2 ( 9 7 ) + 办 广 2 ( 9 6 ) 
A Gaussian source of E^ in TEM to x mode was started at / = 0 at n = 0. (3-24)-(3-26) are 
implemented at i = 100 for all n. Figure 3-2 shows the values of £"z(incident) as a 
function of position at different time steps. One can see that the Gaussian pulse, with a 
maximum magnitude of 10，is traveling to the right and being absorbed at i = 100. The 
reflection of the pulse for using different ABC is shown in Figure 3-3. The solid line 
represents Liao's ABC. The dotted line represents Mur's first order ABC. And the 
dashed line represents Mur's second order ABC. The value of E^ at i = 50 is sampled and 
^^(reflected) is plotted as a function of time step. One can conclude that Liao's ABC 
provides the best result among the three. 
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Figure 3-2 £:z(incident) as a function of position 
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Figure 3-3 ^^(reflected) as a function of time step 
[Liao (solid), 1st order (dotted), 2nd order (dashed)] 
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In the two-dimensional simulations, a 50 times 50 square-shaped computational 
domain is used. The ABCs are implemented on all 4 sides. A sinusoidal point source is 
set at (10，20). Once the isotropic point source is started, it should have a circular 
radiation pattern and how well this radiation pattern is maintained within the 
computational domain is studied. Figure 3-4 shows the contour plot of E^ in the 
computational domain. Figure 3-5 shows the E^ field variation at (48，10) as a function of 
time step. The solid line represents Mur's second order ABC. The dashed line represents 
Liao's ABC. And the dash-dotted line represents Mur's first order ABC. 
In Figure 3-4，the contours of Mur's second order ABC almost completely 
coincide with those of Liao's ABC and thus they are in good agreement. And obviously, 
Mur's first order ABC cannot give satisfactory result as the shapes of the radiation pattern 
getting deformed due to reflections. In Mur's first order condition, the field values on the 
boundary depend on the field values at one previous spatial step. In its derivation, the 
incident wave heading positive x-direction is assumed having negligible y and z inverse 
velocity components and thus Mur's first order ABC cannot give accurate values when 
the wave approaches the boundary with an arbitrary incident angle other than 0 � . This 
assumption is always valid in the one-dimensional case since the incident angle is always 
0 � b u t not practical for an arbitrary wave in two-dimension. In the derivations of Mur's 
second order ABC and Liao's ABC, this assumption is not made and the results are 
expected to be more accurate than that of Mur's first order condition. The same results 
can be seen in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5 Field variation at (48，10) 
[Liao (solid), 1st order (dash-dot), 2nd order (dashed)] 
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3.6 Comparison among Mur's 1st order ABC, Liao's ABC & DBC 
Three-dimensional simulations of an infinitely long microstrip line of width w on 
a piece of dielectric of e, with thickness of dielectric h have been done. As shown in 
Figure 3-6, the whole structure can be put into a three-dimensional computational 
domain. The microstrip is excited by a Gaussian pulse of E^ at plane abed just 
underneath the microstrip. The pulse will travel to the positive z direction. The ABCs 
are implemented at plane pqrs (the end-wall) and the traveling pulse is expected to be 
absorbed on it. Since Mur's second order ABC is derived based on the assumption of 
homogeneous medium and it depends on the surrounding spatial points, it has difficulties 
of treating the values close to the interface and hence fails at that region. Mur's second 
order condition will not be studied here. 
^ ^ 丨L strip ^ ^ ^ air 
/ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ dielectric 
d z i> y 
ground plane c 
£�= 2.94 
w = 1.63 mm 
h = 0.64 mm 
Figure 3-6 Structure of microstrip in the computational domain 
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The traveling Gaussian pulse along the microstrip line towards positive z direction 
is shown in Figure 3-7. As one might expect, the energy is mainly confined in the region 
under the metal strip and the field strength is the strongest at the edges on the line. The 
variations of Ex at different spatial points from plane abed just below the microstrip as a 
function of time step are also recorded. In Figure 3-8, the curves are sampled at A: = 10， 
20, 30，40 respectively along the line with a separation of 10 spatial steps. The amplitude 
of the pulse decreases as the pulse propagates along the line, due to dispersion and 
radiation effects. 
j 0 0 k 
Figure 3-7 Ex sampled just below the air-dielectric interface as a function of space 
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Figure 3-8 Waveforms of Ex for the microstrip at different k，s 
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In Figure 3-9，the reflections of the incident pulse for different ABCs as a function 
of time step are illustrated. It can be seen that all three cases will die down to zero. The 
maximum absolute magnitude of the reflection for Mur's first order ABC is almost the 
same as those of Liao's ABC and DBC. Liao's ABC and DBC both give similar results. 
However, one should note the basic difference between these two conditions that DBC is 
designed to optimize the boundary condition according to the dispersion characteristics of 
waves, while Liao's ABC is designed to optimize the boundary condition according to the 
propagation direction of the waves. Figure 3-10 gives the SI 1 of these ABCs. All of 
them can give a reflection coefficients lower than -20 dB. 
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3.7 Summary 
Implementating ABC to truncate the computational domain has been a major 
problem in FDTD method. In this thesis, Mur's ABC, both first and second order, 
Liao's ABC and DBC have been chosen for different simulations. 
Mur's first order ABC generally is a good absorber for the waves with incident 
angle close to 0 � . However, it is not accurate for some dispersive structures such as 
microstrip line because it is effective only for the waves with one phase velocity. 
However, if Mur's ABC is modified to (3-18), i.e. DBC, it can perfectly absorbs 
incident waves at two different velocities. This DBC is suitable to absorb the waves 
impinging upon the end wall of the dispersive guided-wave structures. 
Comparing Liao's ABC and Mur's second order ABC, one can find that Liao's 
ABC is more convenient in its implementation into a FDTD scheme than the latter 
one. Mur's second order ABC has the problem of treating inhomogeneous medium as 
mentioned earlier, and it cannot give the values at the edges and comers of the 
computational domain. And hence some other schemes for absorbing purpose at 
those places must be employed. 
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In some microstrip circuits, it may be necessary to connect microstrips to slotlines. 
One of the simplest structures is crossing a slot at the ground plane of a microstrip at right 
angle as shown in Figure 4-1. Note that the slotline is cut in the ground plane of the 
microstrip line and they are on opposite sides of the dielectric substrate. For an input 
signal along the microstrip line, an electric field will be excited at right angles to the 
direction of the slotline, setting up a guided wave that will propagate along the slotline. 
/ Open microstrip (Top) 
\ 1 
/ ： - — - — : — — + : : — 」 




Figure 4-1 Top-view of a simple quarter-wave microstrip-slotline transition 
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If the microstrip and slotline cross each other and are extended about a quarter 
wavelength beyond the crossing point, the incoming signal on the microstrip line will set 
up a standing wave with a peak electric field every one-quarter wavelength from the open 
end. This peak will coincides with the crossing point. The energy then couples into the 
slotline at the bottom. Since a similar standing wave phenomenon is also happening on 
the slotline, this combination couples most of the energy from the microstrip line to the 
slotline. The reason of calling this structure ‘quarter-wave，transition is very pronounced 
here. The physical lengths of the quarter-wave stubs for the microstip line and the 
slotline are different. This is due to the difference in effective permittivities for the two 
different transmssion lines. On any given substrate, the effective permittivity for a 
microstrip line will be greater than for the slotline, since with the slotline a greater 
percentage of the electromagnetic energy flows outside the substrate. 
In order to increase the bandwidth and enhance the coupling effect, different 
modified structures of the same kind have been fabricated and tested in the literatures [1]-
[11]. In this chapter, the ultimate goal is to analyze the so-called YY-microstrip-slotline 
transition, or just YY-transition for short. At the first place, a Y-strip-slotline will be 
analyzed, which is a modification of the simpliest kind of microstrip-slotline transition. 
Then this Y-strip-slotline will be further modified such that the Y-strip-Y-slot (or YY 
transition) is developed finally. 
In the following sections, the approach of using FDTD is introduced. This 
approach will be used to carry out a full wave analysis of these structures. 
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4.2 Approach 
The full-wave analysis of the microstrip-slotline transition begins with finding the 
transient propagating waveforms along the waveguides by solving Maxwell's equations 
directly using the Yee's algorithm, followed by the evaluation of SI 1, the reflection 
coefficient, at the input port. For convenience, the signal is assumed to be fed from the 
microstrip to the slotline. The results of simulations can be checked with experiments. 
4.2.1 Pulse Excitation 
A Gaussian pulse as shown in equation (4-1) is usually used as an excitation in 
time-domain calculation due to its smoothness in time, and the ease with which it can be 




where A(iJ’k) is the initial spatial distribution of the source. The choice of A(i，j，k�can 
only affect the boundary treatment and the time taken to reach the steady-state. The field 
pattern at the steady-state should be independent of this choice. For a microstrip-fed 
structure, the vertical field, E^ in this case, can be imposed in a rectangular region just 
underneath the microstrip on the source plane abed as shown in Figure 4-2a. In this 
rectangular region, A(iJ,k) can be chosen as either a constant function or a quadratic 
function. Note that k is constant on the plane abed so A is simplified to a function of i 
and j only. In the following simulations, the constant distribution of the initial field is 
used since it can serve our purposes for microstrip excitation almost as well. 
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Figure 4-2a Computational domain of a microstrip 
The remaining electric field components on abed outside the rectangular region 
underneath the microstrip must be specified or calculated. The most intuitive way is 
assigning all the fields zeros. This is the method of imposing the electric wall on the 
source plane. An effect of using the electric wall is that a sharp magnetic field is induced 
tangential to the source wall. This will result in a negative tail of the launched Gaussian 
pulse as shown in Figure 4-2b. Specifically, the pulse is reduced in magnitude due to the 
energy stored in the induced magnetic field. An alternative excitation scheme is to 
simulate a magnetic wall exactly at the source plane. The source plane consists only of E^ 
and Ey components, with the tangential magnetic field components H^ and Hy offset Az/2. 
If one just assigns H^ and Hy at Az/2 zeros, then significant distortion of the pulse still 
occurs. If one uses the image theory that H^ and Hy at - Az/2 is equal to -H^ and -Hy at + 
Az/2, then the remaining electric field components on the source plane may be readily 
calculated using the finite-difference scheme. 
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Figure 4-2b The shape of the launched pulse when using electric wall 
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Figure 4-2c The shape of the launched pulse when using magnetic wall 
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The magnitude of the launched pulse is set to be 10 unit originally. Note that in Figure 4-
2c, the launched pulse is of a minimal amount of distortion. In most of the analysis, a 
Gaussian pulse is desirable as the excitation because its frequency spectrum is also 
Gaussian in shape and will therefore provide desirable frequency-domain information by 
carefully adjusting the width of the pulse W in time-domain. For all the simulations 
studied here the pulse width is chosen to be about 20 Az. 
4.2.2 Conductor Treatment 
The structures investigated in this thesis have conducting strips and ground plane. 
These electric conductors are assumed to be perfectly conducting and have zero thickness 
and are treated by setting the tangential electric field components and normal magnetic 
field components to zero. 
4.2.3 Reflection Coefficient (Sll) 
The single microstrip-slotline transition as shown in Figure 4-1 is a one-port 
circuit. If one wants to make it a two-port circuit, there exists a problem of measuring the 
slotline output. Naturally for a one-port circuit, Sl l is the only scattering parameter that 
one can obtain. Sl l is defined as the ratio of the Fourier transform of the transient 
waveforms that 
- = (4-2) 
where Vr(t) is the reflected voltage and Vi(t) is the incident voltage. 
To accomplish this, the vertical electric field underneath the center of the 
microstrip port is recorded at every time step. It can be assumed that this field value is 
proportional to the voltage which could be easily obtained by numerically integrating the 
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vertical electric field when considering propagation of the fundamental mode. Then 
equivalently one may use 
snico) = m = ^ = ^ , (4-3) 
To obtain the SI 1(6))，the incident and reflected waveforms must be known separately. 
One should remember that the FDTD scheme calculates the sum of both incident and 
reflected waveforms. To obtain the incident waveform, the calculation is performed 
using only the microstrip line of the same width but of infinite length, and the incident 
waveform is recorded. This incident waveform can now be subtracted from the total 
waveform from the FDTD calculation to yield the reflected waveform at port 1. It is 
important that the reference spatial point, i.e. the point of recording the electric field 
variation as a function of time step, in both cases should be the same to avoid phase 
correction. 
4.2.4 Gated S l l in Measurements 
The simulated results by FDTD method will be compared with measurements of 
circuits of the corresponding dimensions. The Sl l will be measured with a properly 
calibrated HP-8510C network analyzer. One point worth to note is that during 
measurements, when one Fourier-transforms the frequency spectrum of measured Sl l 
using the network analyzer, he obtains a complicated time-domain response. This time-
domain response includes the effects from different parts of the circuits, for instance, the 
feed point and the microstrip-slotline transition. All these responses superimpose on the 
time-domain plot as shown in Figure 4-3a. The effect expected on the frequency 
spectrum will be masked by the unwanted responses as shown in Figure 4-3b. One can 
put a time-domain gate around the desired portion to exclude all other unwanted 
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responses as shown in Figure 4-3c such that the frequency spectrum of the microstrip-
slotline transition can be recovered as shown in Figure 4-3d. This step is necessary 
because the FDTD simulations only give the responses of the microstrip-slotline 
transitions. In the following sections, this step will be used to give the gated S l l in the 
measurements. 
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Figure 4-3a Ungated time-domain response 
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Figure 4-3c Gated time-domain response 
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Figure 4-3d Gated SI 1 
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4.3 Single Quarter-Wave Microstrip-Slotline Transitions 
Using the FDTD equations and the approach introduced in the previous chapters 
and sections, one can carry out the analysis of the transition as shown in Figure 4-4. 
/ Computational Domain / 
/ 乂 Mircostrip / / 
Input Port Z 
/ Substrate / / 
, Ground Plane / / 
Figure 4-4 Single quarter-wave microstrip-slotline transition 
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Numerical results have been computed within a 3-dimensional computational 
domain in which Ax = A}； = 0.326 mm and Az = 0.127 mm. The size of the computational 
domain is, in terms of i, j and k, 40 x 60 x 70. The width of the microstrip is 1.65 mm. 
The width of the slotline is 1.30 mm. The quarter-wave stubs for the microstrip and the 
slotline are 6.52 mm and 6.68 mm respectively. In Figure 4-5, the simulated time-domain 
response of the total field of E^ sampled at A: = 10 has been shown. In Figure 4-6a to 4-
6f, the field just below the air-dielectric interface have been sampled at different time 
steps and one can recognise the propagation and variation of the Gaussian pulse as a 
function of j and k. 
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Figure 4-5 Time-domain response of Ex sampled at A; = 10 
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Figure 4-6f Time step = 1200 
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Figure 4-6f Time step = 1200 
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Figure 4-6f Time step = 1200 
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In Figure 4-5，the first peak on the left is the incident pulse. The remaining are the 
reflection seen from port 1. After subtracting the incident pulse from Figure 4-5 and 
taking the Fourier transform of the reflection, one can get the response of the quarter-
wave microstrip-slotline transition in frequency-domain as shown in Figure 4-7. The 
result of this simulation has been checked with the experiment. In the experiment, a 
circuit board made of Duroid substrate with £r = 2.94 and thickness of 0.64 mm has been 
used. The frequency response of the transition has been measured with an HP 85 IOC 
network analyzer, which is calibrated to 20 GHz. The result has been plotted in Figure 4-
7a together with the result of simulation for comparison. 
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Figure 4-7a S l l of the microstrip-slotline transition 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
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Figure 4-7c S l l of the Transition with microstrip stub = 9.71 mm 
[FDTD (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
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Figure 4-8a FDTD simulations of S l l with shortened slotline stubs 
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Figure 4-8b Measurements of S l l with shortened slotline stubs 
[3.26 mm (dotted), 4.89 mm (dashed), 6.68 mm (solid)] 
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In Figure 4-7a to 4-7c, the graph of SI 1 shows two local minima close to 3.3 GHz 
and 19.5 GHz. These minima indicate strong coupling at these two frequencies between 
the microstrip and the slotline. The two curves of the FDTD simulation and the 
measurement are well matched. The little difference is mainly due to the fact that there 
were errors in dimensions during manufacturing the microstrip-slotline transition. This 
might affect the stub length of both the microstrip and the slotline and hence the coupling 
frequencies. Further measurements and simulation have been done to show the effect of 
changing the stub length of either the microstrip or the slotline. The graph of S l l is 
shown in Figure 4-7b and 4-7c when the stub length of the microstrip is increased to 8.15 
mm and 9.71 mm respectively. 
In Figure 4-8a and 4-8b，the curves of S l l of the microstrip-slotline transition 
with a shorter stub length of the slotline is shown with the experimental result. In the 
case of changing the stub length of the microstrip and keeping that of the slotline 
unchanged, the coupling frequency close to 20 GHz changed significantly. As one might 
expect, since the stub length was increased, on the microstrip the wavelength of the 
standing wave that might couple with the slotline would increase accordingly. Thus the 
coupling frequency would decrease. With this idea, one might be able to approximate the 
coupling frequency as follow: 
fc-Ung 二 n C J ^ ( 4 - 4 ) 
峰hn 
where c is the speed of light, Er is the relative permitvity of the substrate, Im is the stub 
length and n is an integer determined by inspection. Using equation (4-4)，we can obtain 
the values for different L in Table 4-1，with n = 3， 
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^ (4-4) Simulation“""“ Experiment 
6.52 mm 20.11 GHz 19.36 G H z “ 19.70 GHz — 
“ 8 . 1 5 mm 16.09 GHz 18.21 G H z 1 7 . 9 0 G H z — 
~ 9 . 7 1 mm 13.50 GHz 16.32 G H z ~ 15.56 GHz 
Table 4-1 Comparison of the coupling frequencies from different aspects 
It is observed that the approximation of (4-4) is getting worse as Im increases. Obviously 
it shows that there are some other factors affecting the coupling frequency. While 
looking back to equation (4-4)，one can find that only the effect of the stub length of the 
microstrip is accounted for. Actually when the stub length of the microstrip is changed, 
the radiation effect of the microstrip and the dispersion effect of the slotline will change 
accordingly, especially the latter one. In contrast to the lower coupling frequency close to 
3.5 GHz, it only slightly increased as the stub length increased. Also one could observe 
that the coupling became weaker as the stub length increased. Similar situation occurred 
for the change in the stub length of the slotline as shown in Figure 4-8a and Figure 4-8b. 
The coupling frequency increased slightly and the coupling effect became weaker as the 
stub length of the slotline was shortened. 
In the simulations, the ABC at the source plane was turned on after the whole 
Gaussian pulse entered the computational domain. From this moment on, we made an 
assumption that this microstrip-slotline line transition was made of an open microstrip 
from infinity and a close slotline at the ground plane terminated at infinity. However, in 
the experiment, it was not possible to manufacture such a structure for measurements. 
Instead of the infinitely long slotline, three circuits of finite dimensions with different 
lengths of slotline were made while keeping all other factors constant such that the effect 
of slotlines of finite length could be studied. The results of measurements have been 
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plotted in Figure 4-9. In the measurements, the substrate was made with Duroid material 
of £r = 2.94 of thickness of 0.64 mm. The width of the microstrip was 1.65 mm. The 
point of crossing was 5 cm from the feed point with a stub length of 6.52 mm. The width 
of the slotline was 1.30 mm with a stub length of 6.68 mm. The results show that there is 
no effect on the coupling frequencies. 
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Figure 4-9 S11 of Trasitions with different lengths of slotlines 
[12 cm (dotted), 9 cm (dashed), 6 cm (solid)] 
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4.4 Single Y-Strip-Slotline Transition 
The Y-strip-slotline transition as shown in Figure 4-lOa is similar to the previous 
microstrip-slotline transition except that the microstrip is replaced by a Y-shaped strip. 
For this reason, this structure is considered as a modification of the previous microstrip-
slotline transition. 
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Figure 4-10a Y-strip-slotline transition 
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Figure 4-10b Approximation of the Y-strip using rectangular grid 
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The point of split of the Y-strip is directly on the top of the slotline. Each stub 
makes an angle of 135�from the strip. Consider that the input signal is fed from the input 
port and is equally transmitted into the two stubs. If the stubs have the same reflection 
coefficients, the signal will be reflected back, recombine at the point of split and 
propagate back to the input port. Again the standing wave pattern will form on the Y-
strip. If the stubs are both quarter-wavelength long as shown in Figure 4-10a, strong 
coupling with the slotline will occur. From this viewpoint, its frequency response is 
expected to be similar to that of the previous microstrip-slotline transition. 
Numerical simulations have been done within a 3-dimensional computational 
domain as before. Ax: = Ay = 0.326 mm and Az = 0.127 mm. The size of the 
computational domain is 40 x 70 x 80. The width of the microstrip is 1.65 mm while the 
width of the stubs is 1.38 mm. The stub length is 6.00 mm for both stubs. The 1.30-mm 
wide slotline has a stub length of 6.68 mm from the point of crossing. In Figure 4-11, the 
simulated total field of E^ in time-domain sampled at fc = 10 with FDTD method is 
shown. The first spike on the left is the incident Gaussian pulse. The remaining is the 
time-domain response of the reflection seen from the input port. In Figure 4-12a to 4-12f, 
the field just below the air-dielectric interface have been sampled at different time steps. 
These figures show the process of coupling of the Gaussian pulse from the Y-strip to the 
slotline. 
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Figure 4-11 Time domain Response of the Y-strip-slotline transition 
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After applying the Fourier transform to the reflection in time-domain, one can 
obtain the frequency response in Figure 4-13. This Y-strip-slotline transition has been 
manufactured with Duroid material of of 2.94. This result of simulation has been 
checked with the experiment. Again utilizing the idea of standing wave, one can also use 
equation (4-4) to approximate the coupling frequencies. The stub length of the slotline is 
6.68 mm which gives 19.63 GHz with n = 3. The stub length of the Y-strip is 6.00 mm 
which gives 14.59 GHz with n = 2. 
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Figure 4-13 SI 1 of Y-strip-slotline transition 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Experiment (dashed)] 
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A serious problem happenning in this structure is to control the stub length of the 
Y-strip in the experiment. Simulations showed that if the stub length was increased by 
0.45 mm, the coupling frequency will change significantly. In other words, the change in 
dimensions in this structure is very sensitive to the change in frequency. As shown in 
Figure 4-14，the coupling frequencies would decrease by as large as 1 GHz. 
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Figure 4-14 Comparison between SI 1 with different stub lengths of Y-strip 
[6.00 mm (solid), 6.45 mm (dashed)] 
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The above simulation has been done based on a symmetric Y-strip. A natural 
problem that one may ask is if the stubs of the Y-strip are of unequal lengths. 
Furthermore, a completely symmetric Y-strip is practically impossible. However, from 
this viewpoint, this is an advantage over the previous microstrip-slotline transition. This 
Y-strip has two stubs. The second stub can provide an extra degree of freedom to select 
the desired coupling frequency. Measurement on the Transition with one of the stub on 
the Y-strip shortened as shown in Figure 4-15 has been done to show that the coupling 
frequencies could be changed. The left stub has been shortened by 3.20 mm. The result 
is shown in Figure 4-16a. While comparing with Figure 4-13, one can find that if the 
stub length is carefully chosen, the coupling frequencies and hence the bandwidth can be 
adjusted and enhanced, if needed. Further simulations have been done and shown in 





Figure 4-15 Y-strip-slotline transition with shortened stub 
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Figure 4-16a SI 1 of the Transition with the left stub shortened 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
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Figure 4-16b S11 of the Transition with different shortened left stub 
[6.92 mm (dashed), 6.45 mm (dotted), 4.61 mm (dashdot), 3.25mm (solid)] 
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4.5 Shorted-Stub Y-Strip-Slotline Transitions 
Extending the idea in the previous section, one can construct another structure by 
modifying one of the stub on the Y-strip. If the right stub of the Y-strip is shorted to 
ground as shown in Figure 4-17，there will have a 180�phase difference between the 
reflections on the two stubs. When they recombine at the split, some cancellation of the 
reflections due to interference is expected. 
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Figure 4-17 Shorted-stub Y-strip-slotline transition 
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FDTD simulations of the structure shown in Figure 4-17 have been done in a 3-
dimensional computational domain in which Ax = A)； = 0.326 mm and Az = 0.127 mm. 
The size of the computation domain is 40 x 70 x 80. The dimensions of the slotline 
remain unchanged. The width of the Y-strip stubs is 6.00 mm with the right stub shorted 
to ground plane. In Figure 4-18，the FDTD-simulated time-domain response of E^ 
sampled at A: = 10 is shown. In Figure 4-19a to 4-19f, the field just below the air-
dielectric interface have been sampled at different time steps. 
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Figure 4-18 Time domain response of the shorted-stub Y-strip-slotline transition 
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Figure 4-19f Time step = 1000 
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Upon taking the Fourier transform of the reflection seen from the input port, one 
can get S l l in the frequency domain as shown in Figure 4-20. This simulation has been 
checked with measurement. The shorted-stub Y-strip-slotline transition is different from 
the Y-strip-slotline transition of the same dimension by the fact that the lower coupling 
frequency shifts to the right and the higher coupling frequencies shift to the left on the 
graph. Moreover, the coupling effect at low frequency band close to 5 GHz is weaker. In 
Figure 4-20，the simulation of Y-strip-slotline transition has been plotted together for easy 
comparison. It shows that if this transition is designed around 9-10 GHz, the bandwidth 
can be improved if shorted-stub Y-strip is used. 
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Figure 4-20 S l l of shorted-stub Y-strip-slotline transition 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed), both open stubs (dotted)] 
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Like the Y-strip-slotline transition, the stub length can be changed to adjust the 
coupling frequency. If the length of the open stub is reduced by 1.40 mm, the coupling 
frequencies tend to increase due to the decrease in wavelength as expected. The results of 
both simulation and measurement have been shown in Figure 4-2la and they are in good 
agreement. Comparing with Figure 4-20, one can see that the coupling effect at low 
frequency becomes even weaker. 
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Figure 4-2la S l l of shorted-stub Y-strip-slotline transiton with shorter open stub. 
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Further simulations have been carried out to demonstrate the effect of changing 
the length of the open stub. The results are shown in Figure 4-21b. The effect of 
increased coupling frequencies and weaker coupling effect have been confirmed in the 
simulations. Also one can note the bandwidth is increased as the stub length decreases. 
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Figure 4-21b Simulations of the Transition using different lengths of open stub 
[6.00 mm (solid), 4.60 mm (dotted), 3.25 mm (dashed)] 
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4.6 Y-Strip-180"-Slotline Transitions 
In the previous sections, all the structures were designed and fabricated using a 
slotline crossing the microstrip at 90�a t the bottom. If one wants to pass a signal along 
the direction of the microstrip to some other structures and devices, another transition is 
required to turn the signal by 90°. If a slotline lying along the direction of the microstrip, 
or a 180°-slotline, is put underneath an ordinary open-circuit microstrip, it is hard to 
excite the slotline since there is almost no electric field being excited at right angle to the 
direction of the slotline. This situation may be improved if the microstrip is replaced by a 
Y-strip as shown in Figure 4-22. Components of the electric field on the stubs of the Y-
strip can excite the slotline. This also indicates the importance of the stubs of this 
structure. 
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Figure 4-22 Y-strip-180°-slotline transition 
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Numerical simulations for the structures in Figure 4-22 has been done in a 3-
dimensional computational domain as before. In Figure 4-23a, the simulation of the time 
domain response of this structure is plotted. The dimenison of the Y-strip used is as 
follow: Strip width = 1.63 mm, length of both stubs = 6.45 mm, width of both stubs = 
1.38 mm and the width of the slot = 1.00 mm. The close end of the slot is just below the 
split of the Y-strip as shown in Figure 4-22. Again the left most spike in Figure 4-23a 
represents the incident pulse. Taking the Fourier transform of the reflection can obtain 
the SI 1 in frequency domain as shown in Figure 4-23b. 
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Figure 4-23a Time domain response of the Y-strip-180�-slotline transition 
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Figure 4-23b S l l of the Y-strip-180''-slotline transition 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
In Figure 4-23b, obviously this Y-strip with stubs of equal length shows almost 
unity S l l . This means almost no transmission from the strip to the slotline in the 
frequency range specified in the figure. However, if one of the stubs is changed in its 
length, the result will be different. Figure 4-24a to 4-24f show the electric field 
component E^ sampled just under the air-delectric interface at different time-steps when 
using a shorter left stub. Coupling of energy from the strip to the slot is happening. The 
corresponding S l l is shown in Figure 4-25. 
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Figure 4-24f Time step = 1000 
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Figure 4-25 Sl l of the Transition with the left stub = 3.20 mm 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
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Figure 4-26 FDTD simulations with left stubs of different length 
[6.45mm (dashed), 5.53mm (dashdot), 4.60mm (dotted), 3.20mm (solid)] 
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From Figure 4-25, there is a coupling frequency at about 8 GHz if the left stub is 
shortened to 3.20 mm. This simulation is confirmed by the measurement of the 
Transition. In Figure 4-26，further simulations have been done to show that the coupling 
frequency depends on the stub length. One can choose the stub length to adjust the 
coupling frequency. If one wants to increase the coupling frequency, he must decrease 
one of the stub length. Figure 4-26 also shows that if the stub length is chosen carefully, 
the bandwidth can be largely increased. 
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4.7 Y-Strip-Y-Slotline Transitions 
In order to increase the degree of freedom in selecting the coupling frequencies 
and bandwidth, an intuitive way is to change the close-end slotline in the previous section 
to a Y-shape slotline as in the case of the microstrip. The geometry is shown in Figure 4-
27. One would expect changing one or both the stub lengths of the slotline will result in 
changing in coupling frequencies and bandwidth in the following structure. For the same 
dimension, this structure is also expected to have a stronger coupling than the previous 
one with a plain slotline. 
Y-strip (Top) W Y-Slot (Bottom) 
Close Open 
Figure 4-27 Top view of Y-Strip-Y-Slotline Transitions 
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The above structure has been simulated numerically using FDTD method in a 
three-dimensional computational domain. Figure 4-28a shows the simulated time-
domain response. In this simulation, all the stubs of both the Y-strip and the Y-slot are of 
equal length. The stub length is 6.45 mm. The width of the strip is 1.63 mm while that 
of the slot is 1.00 mm. 
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Figure 4-28a Simulated time-domain response of the Y-strip-Y-slot transition 
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Figure 4-28b Sl l of the Transition 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
Figure 4-28b shows the corresponding Sl l in frequency domain of the time-
domain in Figure 4-28a. It is clear that the trend of both curves are the same. The 
difference in coupling frequencies is mainly due to the discrepancies in the dimensions 
used in the code for simulation and the circuit for measurement. Figure 4-29a shows the 
effect of changing the stub length of the Y-slot. Figure 4-29b shows the results of 
measurements for the corresponding stub length and they agree with the simulations. 
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Figure 4-29a FDTD simulations of Sl l for different stub lengths of Y-slot 
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Figure 4-29b Measurements of S l l for different stub lengths of Y-slot 
[7.38 mm (solid), 6.45 mm (dashed), 4.60 mm (dotted)] 
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As one can see in Figure 4-29a - 4-29b, the coupling frequencies would increase if 
the stub length of the Y-slot was shortened. As expected, the shortened stub length 
means shorter wavelength and hence higher frequency. Also, one should pay attention to 
the alignment of the point of crossing of the Y-strip and the Y-slot. Simulation shows 
that misalignment might cause a shift in frequency because it also meant a change in stub 
lengths. As shown in Figure 4-30，a 0.33-mm misalignment could result in a 0.5- to 1.0-
GHz shift in frequency. 
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Figure 4-30 Misalignment at the point of crossing may cause a shift in frequency 
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Figure 4-31 The right stub is shorted to ground 
If one of the stub of the Y-strip is shorted to ground, for instance, the right stub, 
the coupling at low frequency is enchanced, as shown in Figure 4-32, while being 
compared with the case of open equal stubs in Figure 4-28b. Then the simulations of 
changing the stub length of the Y-slot were being carried out again. One would find that 
the coupling effect at low frequency became stronger as the stub length decreased as 
shown Figure 4-33a. In contrast, the coupling effect at high frequency close the 20-GHz 
side became weaker. The increase in coupling frequencies as a result of decrease in stub 
length was observed as expected. These simulations were checked with the experimental 
results shown in Figure 4-33b. 
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Figure 4-32 SI 1 of the Transition with shorted Y-strip stub 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
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Figure 4-33a Simulations of Transitions with different stub length at Y-slot 
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Figure 4-33b Measurements of Transitions with different stub length at Y-slot 
[7.38 mm (solid), 6.45 mm (dotted), 4.60 mm (dashed) 
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4.8 Y-Strip-Open-Stub-Y-Slot Transitions 
Further modification of the slotline at the bottom may result in the Y-strip-
open-stub-Y-slot transitions. This kind of transition is different from the previous Y-
strip-Y-slot transition by a open-stub at the Y-slot as shown in Figure 4-34. This open 
stub can be circular in shape for convenience. 
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Figure 4-34 Y-strip-open-stub-Y-slot transition 
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In Figure 4-35，the FDTD-simulated time-domain response of the above 
structure sampled at k = 10 is shown. The dimensions of the Y-slot and the Y-strip 
are the same as those in the previous section. The radius of the circle used at the open 
stub is 6.52 mm, which is about 7 times the width of the slot. The Gaussian pulse 
propagated along the strip first and then was coupled to the slot at the Y-split over the 
point of crossing. Figure 4-36a to 4-36f show clearly the process of propagation and 
coupling of Ex just underneath the air-dielectric interface. 
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Figure 4-35 Simulated time-domain response of Y-strip-open-stub-Y-slot transition 
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After subtracting the left most incident spike in Figure 4-35, one can take the 
Fourier transform of the time-domain response to get the frequency response of the 
transition. The gated S l l in frequency-domain from 0 - 20 GHz is shown in Figure 4-
37. Coupling of energy occurred at 2 GHz, 9 GHz and 18 GHz. Experiment showed 
that even stronger coupling occurred at these frequencies and the result is shown 
together with the FDTD simulation. 
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Figure4-37 S l l of Y-strip-open-stub-Y-slottransition 
[FDTD simulation (solid), Measurement (dashed)] 
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Comparing the results of both simulation and measurement in Figure 4-37 
with those in Figure 4-28b，i.e. the trasition of the same dimension but without the 
open stub, one can find that the bandwidth is improved, especially at low-frequency 
end from d.c. to 10 GHz. Thus this open stub at the Y-slot plays an important role in 
widening the bandwidth. 
If one wants to adjust the coupling frequencies, one of the ways is to vary the 
stub length of the Y-slot. Since the shape of the open stub somehow limits its length, 
another choice is that one may vary the length of the closed stub. The results of 
simulations are shown in Figure 4-38a. The results of measurements are shown in 
Figure 4-38b. At the first glance, both sets of curves have the same general trend that 
coupling occurred at about 2 - 3 GHz and another at the mid-range of about 10 GHz. 
Furthermore, as expected, shorter stub length results in higher frequency. 
A disadvantage of this structure is that it is not easy to fabricate all the 
dimensions exactly the same as those specified in the simulations. During the process 
of manufacturing the circuit boards, one has to take care of all the stub lengths of both 
the Y-strip and the Y-slot, the radius of the circular open stub at the ground plane and 
the alignment at the point of crossing. Since all these parameters can affect the 
coupling frequencies, errors may arise in the measurements. As shown here, at the 
high-frequency end, the frequencies in the measurements obviously have shifted to the 
right when compared with the simulations. 
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Figure 4-38a Simulations of S l l for different stub lengths of Y-slot 
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Figure 4-38b Measurements of Sl l for different stub lengths of Y-slot 
[8.30 mm (dashed), 6.45 mm (dotted), 4.60 mm (solid)] 
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4.9 YY-Transitions 
This YY-transition is the one being introduced in Chapter 1 and the ultimate 
structure being discussed and developed in this thesis. Actually it is a shorted-stub-Y-
strip-open-stub-Y-slot transition. In short, the YY-transition is different from the 
previous structure in section 4.8 by a shorted-stub at the Y-strip as shown in Figure 4-39. 
This kind of transition is developed because its bandwidth is fairly large [2]. 
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Figure 4-39 Top-view of YY-transition 
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This structure has been implemented into a finite difference code. Numerical 
simulations have been done in 3-dimension. Figure 4-40 shows the simulated time-
domain response. The dimension of the circuit used was the same as that of the previous 
structure except that the right stub on the Y-strip was shorted to the ground plane. Figure 
4-4la to 4-41f show the distribution of E^ just underneath the air-dielectric interface at 
different time-steps. 
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Figure 4-40 FDTD simulated time-domain response of YY-transition 
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The corresponding S l l in frequency-domain of Figure 4-40 is shown in Figure 4-
42. In the structure in section 4.7，the shorted stub on the Y-strip resulted in the 
enhancement of coupling at low-frequency band with a central frequency close to 3 GHz. 
In the present structure, a similar phenomenon is observed in the FDTD simulations. And 
the coupling is observed to be stronger in the mid-range frequencies in the measurements. 
By varying the length of the close stub on the Y-slot, the increase in stub length would 
result in decrease in frequency but an increase in bandwidth as shown in the 
measurements and simulations in Figure 4-43a and 4-43b. 
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Figure 4-43b Measurements of S11 for different lengths of the close stub on the Y-slot 
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4.10 Summary 
The YY-transition has been developed from the simple quarter-wave 
microstrip-slotline transition as shown in Figure 4-44. Each of these structures in the 
development has been simulated using FDTD-codes. The simulated results have been 
checked with experiments and they were in reasonable agreement. It has been shown 
that changing the stub length(s) would cause a shift in coupling frequencies. 
Shortened stub would result in higher frequency or vice versa. Using open, shorted 
and/or close stub(s) on either the microstrip or slotline could cause changes in both 
frequencies and bandwidth. Thus controling these properties of the stubs are useful in 
the design of wide-band microstrip-slotline transitons. 
國-BhBJ 
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Figure 4-44 Development of microstrip-slotline transitions 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
5.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, the method of finite-difference in time-domain (FDTD) has been 
introduced, implemented into source codes and applied to different simulations of 
microstrip-slotline transitions. The shorted-stub-Y-strip-to-open-stub-Y-slot transition, 
or YY-transition, has been developed from the simple quarter-wave microstrip-slotline 
transition. Several states of these transitions in the development have been analyzed by 
the method of FDTD and implemented into finite-difference codes. The time-domain 
response, spatial distribution of the vertical electric field component E^ and the reflection 
coefficients S l l have been simulated. The corresponding structures have been fabricated 
using Duroid material and measured. The experimental results were shown to agree with 
the FDTD-simulations. These sets of simulations show the versatility and validity of the 
FDTD method in treating problems of wide frequency band simulations, in particular, 
full-wave analysis. 
In the analysis of microstrip-slotline transitions, it has been demonstrated in both 
FDTD-simulations and measurements that shorter stubs of either the microstrip or the 
slotline could result in higher frequencies or vice versa. Furthermore, the use of open, 
shorted and/or close stubs on the microstrip and/or the slotline could cause changes in 
both frequencies and bandwidth. YY-transition has a relatively larger bandwidth than all 
the other cases when using shorted stub on Y-strip. In addition, as shown in the Y-strip-
slotline transition in section 4-4，in the cases of using Y-strip and/or Y-slot, one can have 
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extra degrees of freedom to adjust the coupling frequencies comparing with the case of 
using ordinary microstrip and slotline. By adjusting the properties of the stubs and using 
the open, shorted and/or close stubs, one may be able to design a wide-band microstrip-
slotline transition. 
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5.2 Future Development 
It has been demonstrated that FDTD is a versatile method. This method can be 
used in the design of wide-band microstrip-slotline transitions. With proper matching 
among the transmission lines, one may have the Sl l smaller than -10 db in the frequency 
range below 20 GHz and this result has been obtained in some experiments but has not 
yet been analyzed by any numerical methods. Moreover, one would like to also obtain 
S12, S21 and S22 of a two-port structure of this kind of transition. Since there exists a 
problem of measuring the output from the slotline in the single transition circuit, another 
transition is required to construct a double-transition structure and this can provide all the 




Fortran 77 Code of Single Quarter-Wave Microstrip-Slotline Transition 
G * * * * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 氺 氺 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C THIS PROGRAM CONTAINS A 3-D COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
C OF A STRIP-SLOT TRANSITION WITH AIR AT ABOVE & BOTTOM. 
C READ SECTION 2.8 FOR A BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
G * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 氺 * * * * * * * 氺 * 氺 * * * 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 * * * * 氺 氺 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL Kl, K2, K3, K4，K5, K6, K7, K8, EO, UO, C, K66, K11， 
>ER, ERl，ER2, ERFl, ERF2, 
>XX, XXX，XI,X2，X3, PI, P2, P3, P, TO, KO，T, 
>DELX, DELY, DELZ, DELT，DELL, DELTL, DEL2, DELT2, 
>K1X, Kl Y，KIZ，Kl IX，Kl 1Y，Kl IZ, 
>G1Y, G2Y, GIZ, G2Z, G11Y,G1 IZ，G22Y, G22Z, 
>PI，SX, SY, SZ，TX1，TX2，TX3, TYl, TY2, TY3, TZl, TZ2, TZ3 
INTEGER I，J, K, N, NN, IMIN, IMAX, JMIN, JMAX, KMIN, KMAX, 
>NMAX, NCUR，NPRl, NPR2, 
>STRIPS, STRIPL, INTERU, INTERB, STRIPF, 
>SLOTS, SLOTL，SLOTF, 
>NNS2, KABS1,KABS2, 
>JBL，JBR, IBT, IBB, KBF, KBB, ISl, IS2, JSl, NNS, NNSS 
PARAMETER(IMIN=0, JMIN=0, KMIN=0) 
PARAMETER(IMAX=55, JMAX=60, KMAX=75) 
PARAMETER(JBL=20, JBR=30, IBT=35, IBB=15, KBF=30, KBB=20) 
PARAMETER(ER1=1., ER2=2.94) 
PARAMETER(NMAX=6000, NNS=350, NNSS=NNS) 
PARAMETER(STRIPS=28, STRIPL=33, STRIPF=65) 
PARAMETER(SLOTS=38, SLOTL=42, SLOTF=10) 
PARAMETER(INTERU=30, INTERB=25) 

























JS1 =INT((STRIPL+STRIPS -1 )/2) 
C INITIALIZE FIELD COMPONENTS 
DO 5 I=IMIN,IMAX+1 
DO 5 J=JMIN,JMAX+1 
DO 5 K=KMIN,KMAX+1 











DO 15 NN=0,NMAX 






DO 25 K=KMIN,KMAX-1 
DO 26 J=JMIN+1,JMAX-1 
DO 27 I=IMIN+1,IMAX-1 
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C DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 










































IF (I .EQ. IMIN+1) THEN 
HZ(IMIN, J,K,NCUR)=HZ(IMIN, J,K,NPR1) 
>+K5*((EX(IMIN,J+l,K,NPRl)-EX(IMIN,J,K,NPRl))/DELY 
>+(-EY(IMIN+l,J,K,NPRl)+EY(IMIN,J,K,NPRl))/DELX) 











C E-FIELDS COMPONENTS 
































>+K66*((HY(I, J，K，NCUR)-HY(I-1 ,J,K,NCUR))/DELX 
>+(HX(I，J-l，K,NCUR)-HX(I,J,K，NCUR))/DELY) 












C ABSORBING BOUNDARY CONDITION 
C EX 
IF ((J .EQ. JMAX-1)) THEN 
EX(I,JMAX,K,NCUR)=EX(I,JMAX-1,K,NPR1) 
>4-K1Y*(EX(I,JMAX-1,K,NCUR)-EX(I,JMAX,K,NPR1)) 








IF ((I .EQ. IMIN+1)) THEN 
EX(IMIN,JMAX,K,NCUR)=EX(IMIN,JMAX-1,K,NPR1) 
>+KlY*(EX(IMIN,JMAX-1,K,NCUR)-EX(IMIN,JMAX,K,NPR1)) 












IF ((J .EQ. JMIN+1)) THEN 
EX(I,JMIN，K，NCUR)=EX(I，JMIN+1，K，NPR1) 
>+KlY*(EX(I,JMIN+1,K,NGUR)-EX(I,JMIN,K,NPR1)) 








IF ((I .EQ. IMIN+1)) THEN 
EX(IMIN,JMIN,K,NCUR)=EX(IMIN,JMIN+1,K,NPR1) 
>+KlY*(EX(IMIN JMIN+1,K,NCUR)-EX(IMIN,JMIN,K,NPR1)) 










IF ((K .EQ. KMAX-1)) THEN 
EX(I,J,KMAX,NCUR)=EX(I,J,KMAX-1,NPRl) 
>+KlZ*(EX(I,J,KMAX-1,NCUR)-EX(I,J,KMAX,NPR1)) 





IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 
EX(I,J,KMIN,NCUR)=EX(I,J,KMIN+1,NPRl) 
>+KlZ*(EX(I,J,KMIN+1,NCUR)-EX(I,J,KMIN,NPRl)) 





c e y 













IF ((J .EQ. JMIN+1)) THEN 
EY(IMAX,JMIN,K,NCUR)=EY(IMAX-1,JMIN,K,NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EY(IMAX-1 ,JMIN,K,NCUR)-EY(IMAX,JMIN,K,NPR1)) 










IF ((I .EQ. IMIN+1)) THEN 
EY(IMIN,J,K,NCUR)=EY(IMIN+1,J,K,NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EY(IMIN+l,J,K,NCUR)-EY(IMIN,J,K,NPRl)) 








IF ((J .EQ. JMIN+1)) THEN 
EY(IMIN,JMIN,K,NCUR)=EY(IMIN+1,JMIN,K,NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EY(IMIN+l,JMIN,K,NCUR)-EY(IMIN,JMIN,K,NPRl)) 










IF ((K .EQ. KMAX-1)) THEN 
EY(I,J,KMAX,NCUR)=EY(I,J,KMAX-1,NPRl) 
>+K1Z*(EY(I,J,KMAX-1,NCUR)-EY(I,J,KMAX,NPR1)) 






IF ((J .EQ. JMIN+1)) THEN 
EY(I,JMIN,KMAX,NCUR)=EY(I,JMIN,KMAX-1,NPR1) 
>+KlZ*(EY(IJMIN,KMAX-l,NCUR)-EY(I,JMIN,KMAX,NPRl)) 






IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 
EY(I,J,KMIN,NCUR)=EY(I,J,KMIN+1,NPR1) 
>+KlZ*(EY(I,J,KMIN+1,NCUR)-EY(I,J,KMIN,NPR1)) 




IF ((J .EQ. JMIN+1)) THEN 
EY(IJMIN,KMIN,NCUR)=EY(I,JMIN,KMIN+1,NPRl) 
>+KlZ*(EY(I，JMIN，KMIN+l，NCUR)-EY(I，JMIN，KMIN，NPRl)) 
IF ((I .EQ. INTERU) .OR. (I .EQ. INTERB)) THEN 
EY(IJMIN,KMIN,NCUR)==EY(I,JMIN,KMIN+1,NPRl) 





IF ((I .EQ. IMAX-1)) THEN 
EZ(IMAX,J,K,NCUR)=EZ(IMAX-1,J,K,NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EZ(IMAX-l，J，K，NCUR)-EZ(IMAX，J，K，NPRl)) 








IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 
EZ(IMAXJ,KMIN,NCUR)=EZ(IMAX-1,J,KMIN,NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EZ(IMAX-U，KMIN，NCUR)-EZ(IMAX，J，KMIN，NPRl)) 












IF ((I .EQ. IMIN+1)) THEN 
EZ(IMIN,J,K,NCUR)=EZ(IMIN+1,J,K,NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EZ(IMIN+l,J,K,NCUR)-EZ(IMIN,J,K,NPRl)) 








IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 
EZ(IMIN，J，KMIN，NCUR)=EZ(IMIN+1，J，KMIN，NPR1) 
>+KlX*(EZ(IMIN+l，J,KMIN，NCUR)-EZ(IMIN,J，KMIN，NPRl)) 










IF ((J .EQ. JMAX-1)) THEN 
EZ(I,JMAX,K,NCUR)=EZ(I,JMAX-1,K,NPR1) 
>+KlY*(EZ(I,JMAX-1,K,NCUR)-EZ(I,JMAX,K,NPR1)) 




IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 
EZ(IJMAX,KMIN,NCUR)=EZ(I,JMAX-1,KMIN,NPR1) 
>+KlY*(EZ(IJMAX-l,KMIN,NCUR)-EZ(I,JMAX,KMIN,NPRl)) 






IF ((J .EQ. JMIN+1)) THEN 
EZ(I,JM1N,K,NCUR)=EZ(I,JMIN+1,K,NPR1) 
>+KlY*(EZ(I,JMIN+1,K,NCUR)-EZ(I,JMIN,K,NPR1)) 






IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 
EZ(IJMIN,KMIN,NCUR)=EZ(I,JMIN+1,KMIN,NPRl) 
>+KlY*(EZ(IJMIN+l,miN,NCUR)-EZ(I JMIN,KMIN,NPRl)) 







IF (NN .LT. NNS) THEN 
IF ((K .EQ. KMIN+1)) THEN 

























C SOURCE …GAUSSIAN PULSE 
XX=FLOAT(NN) 
XXX=(-(XX-150.)*(XX-150.))/1000. 
IF (NN .LT. NNSS) THEN 
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IF ((I .LT. INTERU) .AND. (I .GE. INTERB)) THEN 






C GROUND PLANE & SLOT 
IF (I .EQ. INTERB) THEN 

















IF (J .GE. SLOTF) THEN 

















IF ((I .EQ. INTERU)) THEN 
IF ((J .GE. STRIPS) .AND. (J .LT. STRIPL)) THEN 















C WRITING OUTPUT FILES 
IF ((I .EQ. INTERU-1) .AND. (J .EQ. JSl) .AND. 
>(K .EQ. 10)) THEN 
WRITE(11,1000)NN,EX(I，J，K，NCUR) 
END IF 
IF ((I .EQ. INTERU-1) .AND. (J .EQ. JSl) .AND. 
>(K .EQ. 30)) THEN 
WRITE(12,1000)NN,EX(I,J,K,NCUR) 
END IF 
IF ((I .EQ. INTERU-1) .AND. (J .EQ. JSl) .AND. 
>(K .EQ. 50)) THEN 
WRITE(13，1000)NN,EX(I，J，K,NCUR) 
END IF 
IF ((I .EQ. INTERU-1) .AND. (J .EQ. JMAX-20) .AND. 
>(K .EQ. 70)) THEN 
WRITE(14，1000)NN，EX(I,J，K，NCUR) 
END IF 
27 CONTINUE ！ X LOOP 
26 CONTINUE ！ Y LOOP 
25 CONTINUE ！ Z LOOP 
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